ABSTRACT
The opportunities of the Internet combined with new devices and technologies change the end users’ habits in media consumption. While end users often search for related information to the currently watched TV show by themselves, we propose to improve this user experience by automatically enriching media using semantic extraction. In our recent work we focused on how to apply media enrichment to distributed screens. Based on the findings we made from our recent prototype we identify several problems and describe how we deal with them. We illustrate a way to achieve cross-platform real-time synchronization using several transport protocols. We propose the usage of sessions to handle multi-user, multi-screen scenarios and introduce techniques for new interaction and customization patterns. We extend our recent approach with the extraction of keywords from given subtitles by utilizing statistical algorithms and natural language processing technologies, which are then used to discover and display related content from the Web. The prototype presented in this paper reflects the improvements of our work. We discuss next research steps and define challenges for further research.
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that utilizes WebSockets, which is presented in [6]. During some testing we faced several problems like the lack of support of new HTML5 features, such as the TextTrack- [5] or WebSockets-API [11], in some browsers. Furthermore, the process of manually annotating videos requires a lot of effort and should be eased in some way.

In the following chapter we show how we solved these problems and describe new extensions and enhancements of our media enrichment prototype.

3. NEW CHALLENGES SOLVED

Based on our recent prototype we now present several enhancements that, on the one hand, will achieve cross-platform support for real-time synchronization using several transport protocols, on the other hand, will provide the users with an automatic enrichment process and new features for interaction and customization for a better user experience.

Unfortunately not all recent browsers support the TextTrack-API of the HTML5 video element; this includes i.e. Firefox and SmartTV browsers. Thus, our prototype was limited to a smaller number of browsers. Therefore, we now use our own parser written in JavaScript as a fallback solution for browsers without TextTrack-API support. This parser processes the WebVTT [12] files, which are used by the HTML5 video element for time-based information, like subtitles or metadata, and provides the same behaviour as the API. Using this fallback mechanism a larger number of browsers can be used for our approach.

Another problem we targeted was the synchronization technology. As mentioned before, we used WebSockets as the only communication protocol. This was another reason that our prototype was limited to a smaller number of user agents. To handle this issue we integrate a new synchronization component, which is written in JavaScript and uses the SockJS library [10]. This library provides a WebSocket-like object that gives us a coherent, cross-browser JavaScript API, which creates a low latency, full duplex, cross-domain communication channel between the browser and the server. It automatically uses fallback transports like XHR streaming, XHR polling or iframes. Since SockJS offers the same API on client-side as the WebSockets-API, we did not have to change our client-side code. Thus, all major browsers, including the ones that do not offer the WebSockets-API, are capable of synchronizing events.

The most significant enhancement of our approach is the integration of a SmartTile that extracts keywords from subtitles using text analysis to automatically enrich videos without manual annotation. By utilizing the AlchemyAPI, which “provides advanced cloud-based and on-premise text analysis infrastructure” [1], we are able to use the transcripts or subtitles of videos to provide the user with related information from the Web. In particularly we are using the entity extraction endpoint of the HTML5 video element for time-based information, like subtitles or metadata, and provides the same behaviour as the API. Using this fallback mechanism a larger number of browsers can be used for our approach.

As we target mostly English content but not all videos have English subtitles, we offer the option to chain a translation enrichment prototype. Thus, all connected screens or devices shared the same workspace. This caused problems while testing as well as on real scenarios. Especially in multi-user, multi-screen scenarios there is a need for grouping screens and separating user groups, because users do not want to have all their devices in one workspace. Furthermore, it was not possible to enrich multiple videos at the same time without influencing the other ones. Therefore, we introduced a mechanism to divide groups of participants into sessions (distributed workspaces). A freely chosen string identifies a session. This session identifier can be changed by the user at any time and is represented in the URL of the application as the fragment identifier. This enables the users to easily change their session or join another one by changing the fragment identifier. For a comfortable way of adding smartphones and tablets to a session we provide a QR code that leads directly to the corresponding URL.
Each participant is presented a list of screens that are active in the current session. This list is also used for the next enhancement we made: the exchange of SmartTiles between screens. Users are able to move SmartTiles from one screen to another by dragging and dropping a SmartTile on the name of the screen they want the tile to appear on. This operation removes the tile from the current screen and tries to add it on the target screen. If the target screen provides enough free space, the SmartTile will be added and the content and functionality of it will be restored. To give an example: a user has added a video and a map SmartTile on her large desktop PC screen and wants to interact with the map on her mobile device while watching the video on the large monitor. She can move the map tile to the connected smartphone by dropping it on the corresponding device name and the currently shown map will be available on the smartphone. Furthermore, the tile will receive following events from the video and will show new related information. The exchange is done using a special protocol message that is sent from one screen to the other and contains all necessary data – such as the type and information to display.

Using the new HTML5 Fullscreen API [4] we offer the users to maximize SmartTiles. This is particularly useful, i.e. if one screen is only showing a video or a small device, like a smartphone, is showing information like a map. The content of the SmartTile gets expanded to the whole screen, while hiding all window frames and controls.

To provide the users with more flexibility while creating their workspace, we made it possible to resize SmartTiles. With respect to a grid, the users cannot only move tiles to their desired location; they can also change the size of them by direct interaction. We support interaction with mouse as well as with touches on mobile devices. This functionality is achieved using the jQuery-UI library.

Another problem we dealt with was that users were unaware of the availability of annotations that are used for enrichment. To handle this, we provide custom controls for our video SmartTile. Those custom controls offer the same functionality as the standard controls but are extended with a visualization of annotation segments. Each segment is represented as a thin yellow line under the seeking bar. This enables the users to easily identify how many and how long additional information is available.

In the next chapter we describe the demonstration we will present.

4. DEMONSTRATION

Our demo presents an example workspace for automatically enrich media using semantic extraction. We show a video tile that plays a German newscast. The video has German transcriptions in the WebVTT format attached. Next to the video tile there are a few other kinds of SmartTiles that will present related information from the Web as well as some tiles that are used as intermediate components in the enrichment process. Since the video provides German subtitles and we currently support English text only, the subtitles get translated by a translate tile, which will then publish the text in the translated form. The English text is received and processed by the semantic extraction SmartTile. The results of the semantic extraction - keywords that are published on different topics - are displayed in different representations, as there are SmartTiles for displaying maps, images, tweets or articles. The
user can rearrange the workspace, add or remove SmartTiles and can join multiple screens to a shared session. Within the session the events are synchronized and the user can exchange SmartTiles between the screens. An architectural overview of this demonstration is depicted in Figure 1.

To show that and how our approach and demonstrator works with different videos and subtitles, we integrate a special YouTube connection. The user is able to add a video from YouTube using the URL or ID of the video. The ID is used to get the URLs of the actual video streams, which are added as the source attribute for the HTML5 video tag. Since we rely on given subtitles or annotation, the YouTube video has to have closed captions. Those videos can be found by setting a filter on the YouTube search page. Our approach uses WebVTT files to synchronize the annotations with the playing video. YouTube does not offer the subtitles in this format. Therefore, we provide a Web service that transforms the closed captions from YouTube into the standardized WebVTT format. It uses a simple grouping algorithm to join single text lines into larger blocks. The service is also capable of the automatic translation of the subtitles. Since the service is directly responding the WebVTT structure, we can use the URL of the service as the source attribute of the text track element in the video tag. After the video is added to the SmartScreen and the metadata is loaded, the semantic extraction process described above is performed.

**Demonstration:** The prototype presented in this paper is available for testing at:

http://vser.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/chrooma/www14demo/

### 5. RELATED WORK

Closely related to enriching videos with additional content is the HTML5 media framework Popcorn.js [8]. This framework is “written in JavaScript for filmmakers, web developers, and anyone who wants to create time-based interactive media on the web” [8]. The framework allows one to attach time-based events to web videos and audio files. The events can trigger various actions, which are defined in plugins. For example you can display simple text, a map, images, tweets or information from Wikipedia. Most plugins display this information in a defined HTML container element. As mentioned before, adding new plugins, which can make use of other Web services, can extend this functionality. The framework also provides parsers for multiple subtitle formats. Thus, all those formats can be used to populate a subtitle track. Popcorn.js is a client-side only framework. There are no server-side components. The layout is fixed and cannot be modified by the end-user. While our approach enables enriching videos by displaying related content on multiple screens, Popcorn.js does not cover any multi-screen aspects as well as communication between plugins. Furthermore, there is no semantic extraction available.

### 6. LESSONS LEARNEAND AND OUTLOOK

The presented prototype enhances the approach of media enrichment by using semantic extraction. We extend our previous work to extract keywords from given subtitles using the AlchemyAPI. Our approach uses extracted named entities to enrich a given video with additional related content. We reduce the limitations of our recent work by implementing fallback mechanisms to support more platforms and browsers. We use our own WebVTT parser in JavaScript for browsers that do not yet support new HTML5 APIs. Furthermore, the usage of SockJS offers multiple fallback transports for the cross-screen communication if the user agent does not support the WebSockets API. New features for interaction and customization improve the user experience and enable multi-user, multi-screen scenarios.

Our future work will focus on how to present information on mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, with respect to their screen size and resolution to improve the usability. Especially the research of the human perception of information on mobile devices would be challenging. Furthermore, based on the semantic extraction of keywords and entities, we want to use Semantic Web technologies to discover more related and interlinked content. The AlchemyAPI already offers Linked Data for their extracted keywords and entities, which can be exploited.
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